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Katharine Kandelaki

Vote for a Fairer Future
Your Green Party Candidate on 4th July
Katharine, a local resident for over 16 years, is standing for a fairer, greener 

future. 

I entered politics frustrated at the failures of the main parties to address the 

urgency of the climate crisis. I found a home with the Greens who stand for 

people and planet. We must have a liveable world for our children, protecting 

our green spaces and fighting for equality and the common good. 

We desperately need change, but what Labour is offering lacks ambition. The 

strength of the Green vote in any area influences the policies of the winner. 

 If you vote for the Green Party on 4th July, yours is a vote YES for hope; YES to 

inclusivity; YES to a fairer society; YES to protecting UK’s green spaces. 

Your local Greens are campaigning for a fairer future: 

❖ Defending the NHS, health, and social care

❖ Improving affordability and availability of housing

❖ No more sewage or pollution in rivers & the sea 

❖ Better standard of living for all

❖ Addressing the Climate Crisis and protecting nature 

www.hounslow.greenparty.org.uk

Katharine says: 

I want a world without wars, where people respect each other, and 

our planet. The Green Party has a vision of a better world, where 

people of every race, colour, religion and background respect each 

other. Peace should be a way of life, a basic human right.

Real hope. Real change. Vote Green

“

”



Cheryl: Action on fly tipping 

You can help the Green Campaign. Get involved!

Defend our NHS for everyone

Defending our NHS and making sure people have access to 

free healthcare, is a Green priority.

Vote Green to show support for a properly funded NHS:

★ an improvement in hospital waiting times

★ better access to NHS services

★ more resources for the NHS

★ staff that are paid properly to do their jobs.
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Support and value our NHS staff 

The Green Party has repeated its call for a full bilateral 

ceasefire, the release of all hostages, the suspension 

of arms exports to Israel and for key players in the 

Netanyahu government to be held accountable for 

possible war crimes. 

Our position has been clear since and before October 

2023 – see our website/social media for views from the 

local Hounslow Greens on Palestine.

GREEN support for Peace in Gaza
Uphold international law & the UK’s reputation  

Katherine  Kandelaki speaks 

at Palestine Peace march in 

Hounslow High Street
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